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Interband transitions and core excitation in highly oriented pyrolytic graphite studied
by inelastic synchrotron x-ray scattering: Band-structure information
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The dynamic structure factor S(q, col of electrons in highly oriented pyrolytic graphite for q~~c

and qlc with 0.37 & q (2.06 a.u. was measured at 0.8 eV resolution by inelastic scattering of syn-

chrotron x radiation. The energy-transfer regions both of interband transitions and of core excita-
tions were investigated. By means of Kramers-Kronig transformation Re[e(q, cv)] and Im[e(q, tv}]
were obtained, where peaks of the latter were attributed directly to maxima of projections off the
joint density of states achieved by both dipole selection rules and q-dependent matrix elements.

Making use of both x-ray emission and photoemission data, limits for the energy positions of some
conduction bands could be established by means of the Im[e(q, to)] data. As far as weakly-k, -

dispersing bands are concerned, their energy positions were found to be in good agreement with re-

cent band-structure calculations. On the other hand, the measured energy ranges of the bands that
could be identified as belonging to the recently proposed interlayer states disagree with most of the
relevant band-structure calculations, though they are not far from the results of other spectros-
copies. The strict bulk origin of the inelastic-scattering-based band-structure information obtained
is stressed. The experimental data are also discussed in view of the interpretation of previous low-

resolution inelastic-scattering data in terms of correlation-induced fine structure for qlc.

I. INTRODUCTION

Graphite, the archetypal layered structure, is one of
the most thoroughly studied solids. As first exhibited by
two-dimensional (2D) band-structure calculations, ' the
following order of bands is now commonly accepted:
With increasing energy, the bonding cr state is followed
by a bonding ir state, both forming the valence band,
whereas the sequence in the conduction band is m' and
o' antibonding. The sequence is due to the much
stronger intralayer covalent interaction between the 2s,
2p„, and 2p atomic orbitals (sp hybrids}, from which
the o states are derived, compared with the intralayer in-
teraction of the p, orbitals, which form the ~ states. The
graphite bands exhibit a strong paraboliclike dispersion
in the k„and k„directions. The dispersion in the k,
direction, as predicted by parametrized' ' three-
dimensional (3D) band-structure calculations, is generally
weak, due to the very weak interlayer interaction. How-
ever, recent calculations ' have revealed a strongly-k, -

dispersing state in the conduction band with large elec-
tron density between the carbon layers (interlayer state).
This state seems to be of crucial importance for the un-

derstanding of donor-type intercalation compounds of
graphite. '

If we neglect for the moment all studies concerning
Fermi-surface parameters and transport-related phenom-
ena, we can divide the experimental techniques, devoted
so far to the band structure of graphite, into three
categories:

(i) First, there are techniques that provide direct infor-
mation about the occupied valence band, such as x-ray
photoemission (XPS)," and ultraviolet photoemission

(UPS), ' angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES), '

angle-resolved x-ray emission spectroscopy (ARXES},'

and, via the band-structure wave functions, real-space
density and momentum-space density ' measurements.
The results of all these experiments have offered a con-
sistent picture of the valence-band structure of graphite,
as far as bandwidth, band position, and band dispersion
are concerned. All features of the experimental valence-
band structure are in good agreement with the calcula-
tions of Refs. 22, 8, and 9. Certainly there exists a ten-
dency of the calculation to underestimate the total band-
width. On the other hand, most of the results of Ref. 23
were ruled out by the experiments.

(ii) The second of the above-mentioned categories con-
sists of techniques that provide information about the
unoccupied conduction bands, like angle-resolved inverse
photoemission (ARIPS}, constant-final-state spec-
troscopy (CFSPES), excited secondary-electron emis-
sion (SEES),2i 2s i9 angle-resolved total-current spectros-
copy (TCS), ' o secondary-electron features of
ARPES, ' ' K-edge spectroscopy by using both soft-x-
ray absorption (SXAS) ' and electron-energy-loss spec-
troscopy (EELS), ' ' soft-x-ray appearance-potential
spectroscopy (SXAPS), and bremsstrahlung isochromat
spectroscopy (BIS). In spite of this considerable effort,
a consistent experimentally based picture of the
conduction-band structure of graphite is still lacking.
The experiments differ significantly as regards the energy
position of certain features and their assignment to de-
tails of the theoretical conduction-band structure. The
statement applies in particular to the energy position and
dispersion of the interlayer state already mentioned
above. The discrepancies are mainly due to uncertainties
with the interpretation of experimental data of TCS and
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SEES, but also of ARPES and ARIPS, as far as surface
states are involved. Furthermore, there does not exist a
commonly accepted theoretical picture of the graphite
band structure that could serve as a guide to the correct
interpretation of the large variety of experimental data.

(iii) For this reason the third category of experimental
techniques will become more important, namely those
that aim to measure the joint density of states (JDOS) be-
tween valence and conduction bands by exciting inter-
band transitions. Thus, based on the experimentally
well-known valence-band structure of graphite, in princi-
ple, the conduction-band structure should be deducible.
This category consists of all types of optical measure-
ments, ' which were rather helpful to fix certain tran-
sitions within the band structure, together with
EELS, ' ~ that offers additionally the insight into
nonvertical interband transitions to a certain extent.

It is the aim of this paper to introduce inelastic x-ray-
scattering spectroscopy (IXSS}as a tool for investigating
both the symmetry-projected density of states (DOS) of
graphite by core excitation, and the symmetry-projected
JDOS by exciting interband transition. IXSS has become
competitive with other spectroscopies by utilizing the ad-
vantages of synchrotron x rays. Thus an energy resolu-
tion of 1 eV and a signal-to-background ratio of better
than 100 could be achieved. So far, only a low-resolution
IXSS measurement of graphite using a conventional x-ray
source has been published. The main advantages of
IXSS over SXAS and EELS consist of the following:

(i) Both the small magnitude of the double-differential
cross section of inelastic x-ray scattering compared to
that of inelastic electron scattering and its q dependence
(q is defined as transferred momentum) make multiple
scattering much less troublesome. Thus, a much larger
range of q values can be provided than is available with
EELS. Furthermore, a thorough application of the
Kramers-Kronig transformation (KKT) of the experi-
mental data becomes feasible.

(ii) The experimental information of IXSS is derived
from the bulk. The infiuence of the surface and of sur-
face contaminations can be neglected completely.

(iii) Typical sample dimensions for IXSS are of the or-
der of millimeters so that single-crystal preparation for
any direction of q is possible without difBculty.

(iv) In the case of IXSS, the direction and magnitude of
q are not coupled by experimental constraints as in
EELS, so that symmetry-induced features can be read
from each spectrum separately and selection rules can be
exploited without limitations.

By utilizing these advantages and by relying on the
well-established experimental valence-band structure of
graphite, we have derived symmetry-projected informa-
tion about the conduction-band structure. After a short
survey in Sec. II A of relevant principles of IXSS, some
experimental details are given in Sec. II B. In Sec. III the
experimental IXSS results on graphite are presented both
for core excitation (Sec. III A) and for excitation of inter-
band transitions (Sec. IIIB for q~~c and Sec. IIIC for
qlc}. The discussion of the results based on the compar-
ison with both recent band-structure calculations and the
results of other spectroscopies will follow in Sec. IV,

where the sequence of presentation is the same as in Sec.
III. Finally, Sec. V contains concluding remarks.

II. INELASTIC X-RAY SCATTERING

A. Principles

where %co=—R(coo —co') is the energy and A'q=A'(Ko —K'}
is the mom. entum transferred to the scattering system, if
a photon of energy %coo, momentum AKO, and polariza-
tion vector eo is scattered into a photon, characterized by
the corresponding quantities Ace' and fiK', and e' ro is the
classical electron radius. S(q, co) is connected with the
dielectric response function (DRF) e '(q, co) by means of
the fiuctuation-dissipation theorem

S(q, co)= (Aq —/4' e n)im[ e '(q, co)],

where n is the electron density,
If we neglect all microscopic local-field effects caused

by the periodic crystal structure of a solid, we have,
within the limits of the random-phase approximation
(RPA}, the following expression for the DRF:

Irn[e '(q, co)]=—er(q, co)/[e, (q, co}+ez(q,co)], (3}

where e(q, co) =e&(q, co)+ie2(q, co) is given by

4ne
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In this relation the electron states of the scattering sys-
tem are represented by one-electron Bloch states with
wave vector k, band index 1, energy E(k, l}, and occupa-
tion number fo(k, l).

The band-structure information, obtainable from IXSS,
is represented in its most elementary form by ez(q, co), the
imaginary part of the dielectric function (DF):

e2(q ~)=—,X I
&k' 1'

I
e"'Ik 1)

I

'4&e
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According to Eq. (5), e2 refiects the JDOS via the 5 func-
tion weighted by the squared matrix element

By treating the scattering process in first-order pertur-
bation theory, the double-differential scattering cross sec-
tion (DDSCS) can be directly related to the dynamic
structure factor (DSF), S(q, co), of the scattering electron
system via

d2
=(eo e') ro(co'/coo)S(q, co),
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(k', I'
~

e' '~ k, l }, that can produce symmetry projec-
tions of the JDOS.

The DF can be extracted from the measured spectral
distribution (SD) of the radiation, scattered with a well-
defined momentum transfer q, in the following way.

If one can neglect multiple scattering, the measured
SD is directly related to S(q, co) via Eq. (1) and can be
brought to an absolute scale by means of the f sum rule:

S q, coco co= q 2m. (6)
0

Absolute values of S(q, co } can be transformed into abso-
lute values of —Im[e '(q, co)] by means of Eq. (2). The
latter can be subjected to a Kramers-Kronig transforma-
tion in order to get Re[@ '(q, co)] by using the well-
known relation

Re[@ '(q, co)]=1+ 2
7r

X f co'dc@'Im[e '( qco')] /(co' co ) —.

(7)

Finally E,(q, co) and e2(q, co) can be obtained by using

e, (q, co)=Re[a '(q, a))]/{ IRe[e '(q, a))]]

+ I 1m[a-'(q, ~)1]')

e2(q, co) = —Im[e '(q, co)]/( I Re[a '(q, co)]I

+ I 1m[a '(q, co)]I') .

(8)

According to Eq. (5), peaks in e2(q, co) can be directly
related to peaks in the symmetry-projected JDOS. Finite
values of q also admit nonvertical interband transitions,
thus opening an additional degree of freedom for probing
of the band structure.

A further selection among transitions that contribute
to peaks of the JDOS can be provided by the q depen-
dence of the transition matrix element (TME), especially
transitions to final states of graphite, the wave functions
of which are free-electron-like are concerned. Let the
final-state wave function be approximated by

(r) y
—1/2eiP' r (10)

with

p =pi+ping
=

I 2m [E(k,', I') —E,]J
'"k,'/A

+ I2m[E(k[( l ) Ei]I k I)/fl

and E~ and E~~ appropriately chosen.
Equation (11) takes into account that the dispersion be-

havior of E (k', l') is diff'erent for ki, which is perpendicu-
lar to the c axis and kI, which is parallel to c. The pro-
posed interlayer state' of graphite can approximately be
represented by Eqs. (10) and (11), as will be shown in Sec.
IV. If Eqs. (10) and (11) apply, the squared TME of Eq.
(5) equals the momentum-space density ) {p

~ g; }
~

of
the initial state tP; at p—:p' —q. Furthermore, let us as-
sume that all final states, the momentum p' [Eq. (11}]of

which meets

p'.q:—p,
'

) q ~

=const, (12)

with

S'z =Ps (14)

B. Experiment, data processing

The DDSCS was measured using synchrotron radia-
tion from DORIS II by means of an experimental setup
which is described in detail elsewhere. The graphite
measurements were performed by using a Ge(311) crystal
pair for monochromatization and a spherically bent
Si("A") for analyzing of the scattered beam. The (vari-
able) primary energy was around 8 keV. Within the use-
ful bandwidth 2.3X 10' photons s ' could be supplied at
the scattering sample, with the storage ring operated at
3.7 GeV and 50 mA. The Ge(311) monochromator and
the Si(4"~) analyzer combined with the small angle ( = 1')
between the crystal surfaces of the Ge(311) pair provide a
nearly complete dispersion compensation. ' Thus a
total-energy resolution of 0.8 eV could be achieved, as
could be concluded from the width of the quasielastically
scattered line (Rayleigh line). The momentum transfer
could be fixed to 20.03 a.u. , independently of the scatter-
ing angle 8, that determines the momentum transfer q via

q =2K0sin(8/2) . (15)

Between 5X10 and 10 counts were collected at the peak
position of the inelastically scattered spectrum.

The sample of highly oriented pyrolytic (HOP) graph-
ite (Union Carbide} was monochromator grade with less
than 5 minutes of arc spread of the c axis. The sample
thickness was 1.3 mm. The q~~c spectra were taken in
reflection mode, the qlc spectra in transmission mode.
The experimental data were processed as follows:

(i) Subtraction of a linear background, found from the
count rate on the high-energy side of the Rayleigh line.

(ii) Removing of the Rayleigh line, which was assumed
to be symmetric and superimposed by the inelastically
scattered part of the spectrum only on its low-energy
side. Due to the relative high intensity of the Rayleigh
line, its removal leads to less reliable inelastic spectra in
the range of 0-3 eV energy loss.

(iii) The inelastic spectra were brought to an absolute
scale by utilizing the f sum rule [Eq. (6)], where the co in-
tegration should be over the whole valence-electron part
of the spectrum. The normalization procedure can be
justified in a strict sense only if the valence part of the
spectrum is completely separated and independent of its
core part. In reality there exists a small overlap of both
parts on the energy scale. Therefore, the valence part
was extrapolated into the range of the core contribution
by means of an exponential, which was fitted to the low-

have the same energy transfer fico. The corresponding
mean-squared TME is then proportional to the Compton
profile (CP)

(13)
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energy tail of the valence spectrum. The error that could
be introduced by an improper extrapolation was estimat-
ed to be less than 3%%uo. Moreover, also the valence part of
the spectrum is influenced by the core polarizability via
the contribution of the core to e, (q, co}. If one approxi-
mates the core contribution to e& simply by the electronic
part of the free-ion susceptibility of C +, which is 0.0018
according to Ref. 53, it will be justified to neglect the
valence-core interaction completely. The neglecting of
the core contribution also applies to the KKT of the ex-
perimental spectra, where the valence electrons are treat-
ed as a closed system, independent of the core.

(iv) After transformation of the absolute valence-
electron S(q, co) data into —Im[e '(q, co)] data [see Eq.
(2)], the latter were subjected to the KKT according to
Eqs. (7)—(9) by using a numerical method of Ref. 54.

III. RESULTS AND GENERAL DISCUSSION

A. Core excitation

The right-hand part of Fig. 1 presents the core contri-
bution to the inelastic spectrum with q=1.67 a.u. for q~~c

and qlc, respectively, as obtained by subtracting the (ex-
trapolated) part of the valence spectrum from the total
spectrum. Considering the number of core electrons
(two} and valence electrons (four), the scaling factor used
for the core contribution was twice the scaling factor that
was deduced by applying the f-sum rule to the valence
part of the spectrum.

According to Eqs. (2}-(5}, the core spectra should
refiect almost exclusively the behavior of ez(q, co}, since in
this region of energy transfer e, (q, co)=1 and

e2(q, co) «1.
Because the initial state (core state) of the relevant

transition does not exhibit considerable k dispersion,
e2(q, co} is determined by the density of the final states via
the 5 function in Eq. (5}. The DOS is weighted by the

squared TME. The dependence of the TME on the q
value is only weak, but the TME strongly selects the final
states according to their symmetry. The symmetry selec-
tivity can be well understood within the limits of the di-
pole approximation, where the scattering operator
exp(iq r) of the TME is replaced byiq r. .The dipole ap-
proximation is justified, if qa «1 [a is the core radius;
a =0.17 a.u. for C ls (Ref. 56)]. The dipole-allowed tran-
sitions from the ls core state for graphite (space group
D6& ) are summarized in Table I, following from Ref. 57.
As long as states of a 2D band structure are concerned,
for q~~c solely transitions to m' states and for qlc solely
transitions to u' states are dipole allowed. Thus, within
the limits of a 2D description of the graphite band struc-
ture, the q~~c spectrum exclusively refiects the partial
DOS of unoccupied n' states, whereas the qlc spectrum
gives information about the partial DOS of the unoccu-
pied o' states. The strong symmetry selectivity points at
the advantage of IXSS over EELS insofar as the direction
of q is independent of Kuu and q can be moved freely
through the bulk specimen.

Transitions to states on symmetry points and symme-
try lines with k, &0 are less symmetry selective as shown
in Table I. However, for final states

~

k', I') with weak
k, dispersion the TME (k', I'

( exp(iq r)
~

ls) in Eq. (5)
can be well approximated by (k~, l'

~
exp(iq r)

~

is) due
to the weak interlayer interaction, where k~ is the com-
ponent of k' perpendicular to the c axis. Therefore, in
cases of weak k, dispersion, the selection rules valid for
k~ can be approximately applied to states ~k', l')
throughout the Brillouin zone.

The interpretation of the core-excitation spectra, as
will be given in Sec. IV, strongly relies on the energy po-
sition of the Fermi level. This position was found by
combining our core-excitation spectra with ARXES of
Ref. 19, brought roughly to the same scale as shown in
Fig. 1. The energy of the Fermi level was then fixed in
the usual heuristic manner at the intersection of both
spectra, yielding EF——283.8+0.3 eV. This value has to
be compared with XPS measurement of the 1s binding
energy E~ of carbon in graphite, E~ =284.4 eV, based on
an excitation energy of 1486.6 eV (Al Ka)." The
difFerence between both values may partly be due to the
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TABLE I. Dipole-allowed transitions from a 1s core state
into states of graphite (space group D6& ). Notation according
to Ref. 57.

Energy (eV) (eV) Transitions from: 1s core state

FIG. 1. Right-hand part, right-hand scale: core contribution
to S(q, co) of HOP graphite for q~~c (open circles) and qlc
(squares). Left-hand part, left-hand scale: C K-emission band of
single-crystalline graphite of Ref. 19, take-off angle 30. The
decomposition into m and o contributions was done by using the
results of various take-off angles. EF.. estimated position of the
Fermi level. XPS: 1s binding energy according to XPS mea-
surements of Ref. 11.
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lower resolution of the IXSS spectra compared with
ARXES but could also be attributed to core-hole relaxa-
tion. The threshold of the core-excitation spectrum
occurs at the relaxed energy. Due to the low energy of
the excited electron, the final states have time enough to
relax, so that the core-hole potential can be considered as
switched on adiabatically. On the contrary, in the photo-
emission process the ejected electron has more than 1

keV surplus energy, so that shakeup satellites build up a
spectrum that lies above the adiabatic threshold ener-
gy

58 59

As already pointed out, the core-excitation spectra of
graphite obtained so far by EELS (Refs. 28, 33, and 34)
can be understood as a superposition of our qlc and q~~c
spectra. The high q selectivity of IXSS can not be
achieved by EELS for principle experimental reasons.
Nevertheless, the energies of the main edges and peaks of
the EELS data agree quite well with ours. The same is
true with the SXAS data of graphite. ' Within the limits
of the dipole approximation these spectra are dominated
by a TME, in which the polarization vector e of the ab-
sorbed radiation plays the same role as q in IXSS.
With SXAS it is mainly the diSculty connected with the
preparation of appropriately oriented samples that makes
the full utilization of the e selectivity impossible. Again
the energy of the main edges and peaks of the "superim-
posed" SXAS spectra are in accordance with ours.

B. Interband transitions; q parallel to the c axis

In Fig. 2(a) the inelastic spectra after subtraction of
both the Rayleigh line and the background, and after
normalization to absolute values of S(q, co), are shown
for q parallel to the c axis and 0.37 & q & 2.06 a.u. In Fig.
2(b) the corresponding real and imaginary parts of e(q, co)
are plotted as obtained by Kramers-Kronig transforma-
tion according to Eqs. (7)-(9). The S (q, co) spectra exhib-
it a sharp peak, the energetic position of which oscillates
between 15 and 19 eV. The e(q, co) spectra of Fig. 2(b)
prove that this peak originates in a corresponding peak of
E'2(q, co) which also has a weak oscillatory dispersion be-
havior. The peak was not detected by previous low-
resolution IXSS measurements, possibly because of the
strong overlap of the Rayleigh line.

EELS spectra with a large q component parallel to the
c axis ' have revealed the peak for q&0.2 a.u. , where
again the pure q~~c case could not be realized. Provided
the peak is attributed to a high value of the JDOS for cer-
tain interband transitions, its weak dispersion can be un-
derstood as a consequence of the weak k, dispersion of
the graphite 2D bands up to 20 eV (and more) above the
Fermi energy. Within the limits of a 2D description of
the graphite band structure only vertical transitions have
to be taken into account for q parallel to the c axis.
Again, dipole selection rules may help us to select those
interband transitions that can contribute to the q~~c spec-
tra. Inspection of Table II shows that only 0.~~* and
m ~o.* transitions are dipole allowed.

Between 3D bands the dipole selection rules are less ex-
clusive for transitions with q~~c. But the same arguments
in favor of a 2D approximation of the graphite band
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FIG. 2. (a) S(q, co) of HOP graphite for q parallel to the c
axis; q values are given in the insets. Note the different ordinate
scale. The sma11 dots in the region of low-energy transfer co

represent that part of the spectra which is less reliable because
of heavy superposition by the Rayleigh line in the rough data.
(b) e&(q, co) (dashed curve, right-hand scale) and e2(q, co) (solid
line, left-hand scale) of HOP graphite for q parallel to the c axis;
q values are given in the insets. Note the different ordinate
scale. The straight dashed lines serve as a guide for the eye and
connect the limiting positions of the first peak of ez(q, co).

structure as given in Sec. IIIA also holds for interband
transitions to a certain extent.

If one can vary the q values within a large range, a fur-
ther discrimination between possible interband transi-
tions will be provided by the q dependence of the TME's,
as already discussed in Sec. II A.

A shoulder (peak) around 30 eV is a further structure
of the S(q, co) spectra of Fig. 2(a), which is nearly non-
dispersing and leads for q (1.03 a.u. to a marked peak of
E'2 with an energy position between 26 and 28 eV, togeth-
er with a less pronounced shoulder between 32 and 34 eV.
For q ) 1.25 a.u. , this shoulder seems to grow into a dom-
inating peak at 33 eV.

Let us now consider the broad part of the S (q, co) spec-
trum as a whole, the center of gravity of which is strongly
positive dispersive. The physical reason for the q depen-
dence of the center-of-gravity position is for q (1 a.u.
mainly the local minimum of e, (q, co) But for q & 1 a..u. it
is more and more the q dependence of the TME's of Eq.
(S) for transitions into continuum states that determines
the shape of the e2(q, co) spectra, and, because of the near-
ly structureless behavior of el, also the shape of the
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TABLE II. Dipole-allowed vertical transitions in HOP graphite (space group D6q ). Notation according to Ref. 57. Only states
that are relevant to a 2D description of the graphite band structure are included.

Transitions from:

To
for q/fc

r;+ r;+

TQ
for qlc

Transitions from:

TQ
for q[fc

M-+
I

M4* M3

M3+ M4+

To
for qlc M3, Mp M),M4 M j+,M4 M 2+,M 3*

Transitions from:

TQ
for qffc

K3

TQ

for qlc K5 K),K3,K5 K2,K4,K6

Transitions from:

TQ
for qjc X3

X3

To
for qlc X],X4 X2, X3 X2,X3

X),X4

Transitions from:

To
for qffc

T3

T2

T4

T3 T4

T2

TQ

for qlc Tfs T4 T2 T3 T2p T3 T]sT4

Transitions from: A3

To
for qffc

A3

To
for qlc A), A4 A2, A3 A2, A3 A), A4

S(q, co) spectra. Since the continuum states can be con-
sidered as nearly-free-electron-like, the q dependence of
the TME's applies as discussed in Sec. II A [Eqs.
(10)—(14)]. Thus with increasing q the S(q, co) spectra
continuously change over into Compton profiles. It is
worth noting that there remains a nondispersive structure
in e2, in addition to that already discussed, mainly a weak
dip around 53 eV which clearly evolves for q & 1.67 a.u.
[arrow in Fig. 2(b)]. This dip will be discussed in connec-
tion with a similar but much stronger structure in the
qlc spectra.

C. Interband transitions, q perpendicular to the c axis,

q in variable directions

In Fig. 3(a) the inelastic spectra after normalization to
absolute values of S(q, co) are shown for qlc and
0.37&q&2.06 a.u. In Fig. 3(b) the corresponding real
and imaginary parts of e(q, co) are plotted. The S(q, co)

spectra for the smallest value of q exhibit peaks (shoul-
ders) around 10, 16, 30, and 4S eV, that show more or
less positive dispersion, with some structures fading out.
The spectra resemble for q (0.59 a.u. quite well the q-
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FIG. 3. (a) S(q, co) of HOP graphite for q perpendicular to
the c axis; q values are given in the insets. Note the different or-
dinate scales. Small dots mark regions of less reliability. (b)

e&(q, co) (dashed curve, right-hand scale) and e&(q, co) (solid line,
left-hand scale) of HOP graphite for q perpendicular to the c
axis; q values are given in the insets. Note the different ordinate
scales. Numbered marks set off peaks or shoulders of the fully
developed e2 fine structure.

tions.
For q values larger than 1.67 a.u. , the q-independent

fine structure is fading out, so all that remains is a dip in
e~ around 49 eV [arrows in Fig. 3(b)] which in Ref. 45
also was seen for qlc and was interpreted to be an indica-
tion for the universal double-peak structure in the dy-
namic structure factor S(q, co) of a homogeneous electron
liquid, where this fine structure has been attributed to
short-range electron-electron correlations. ' The authors
of Ref. 45 felt their view supported by the absence of a
similar structure in the q~~c spectra. Anomalies of the
measured static structure factor of Be and graphite (qic)
(Ref. 62) can also be understood as indications of special
features in the electron-electron correlation at short dis-
tances. A quite different interpretation, as already given
in connection with our Li and Be measurements, ' can-
not be excluded because of both the occurrence of a simi-
lar, even though weaker, dip in our q~~c spectra and the
q-orientation dependence of the dip position: These dips
could also be due to excitation gaps for transitions ending
up on Bragg planes in the extended-zone scheme.

Finally, Fig. 4(a} shows the inelastic spectra of HOP
graphite after normalization to absolute values of S(q, co)
for q=0.59 a.u. , with a the deviation of q from the c axis.
In Fig. 4(b) the corresponding real and imaginary parts of
e(q, co} are plotted. Within the limits of the dipole ap-
proximation, according to Eq. (5), the e2(q, co) spectra of

5- ~ ~

~ ~

~ ~

~ ~

q = 0590 u

0a=9O 3-

q= 059u u

dependent EELS spectra of equivalent q orientation of
Ref. 44 as far as the energy region Ace&40 eV is con-
cerned, where multiple scattering is not that important.

For large values of q (q & 1.0 a.u. ) the e2 spectra exhibit
a fine structure, which shows negligible dispersion [see
the numbered marks in Fig. 3(b)].

Within the limits of the 2D band structure, the dipole
selection rules allow exclusively cr ~o' and ~~a.* tran-
sitions for qlc. The corresponding vertical transitions
are listed in Table II. For qlc finite values of q lead to
nonvertical transitions in the 2D band structure. The de-
velopment with increasing q of a nearly nondispersive fine
structure of e2 can be understood as a consequence of
nonvertical transitions on the one hand and the rotation-
al disorder of HOP graphite on the other. Provided q is
larger than half the Brillouin-zone diameter, the rotation-
al disorder generates a much larger variety of nonvertical
transitions for a given value of q than in the case of single
crystals. As a result, the same nonvertical transition con-
nected with a high JDOS may occur at quite difFerent
values of q. Thus a nearly-q-independent fine structure of
e2 becomes plausible. However, the unambiguous attri-
bution of peaks in ez to certain nonvertical transitions
seems to be very diScult, so that we have not tried to
compare the qic spectra with band-structure calcula-
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Fig. 4(b) can be understood as a weighted superposition
of a q~~c spectrum and a qJ.c spectrum with weights cos a
(sin a) for ql

——q cosa (q~ =q sina), respectively. At the
same time, the S(q, co ) spectra obviously cannot be un-
derstood as a simple linear superposition of the relevant
q~~c spectra with qlc spectra because of the nonlinear re-
lationship between e&(q, co), ez(q, co), and Im[e '(q, co)]
[see Eqs. (7)—(9)].

IV. COMPARISON WITH BAND-STRUCl LJRE
CALCULATION AND OTHER SPE(=lROSCOPIES

A. Core-excitation spectra

As discussed in Sec. III A, the q~(c core-excitation spec-
trum (see Fig. 1) refiects the density of unoccupied n.

states of a 2D band structure weighted by the TME of
Eq. (5). The most prominent structure of this spectrum is
the strong peak 1.6+0.3 eV above the Fermi energy EF,
which we will interpret as due to the high density of
unoccupied m states near the M point. According to the
dipole selection rules, the energy of this peak can be
identified with the energy position of the M4 state above

EF, which is 1.4, 1.7, and 1.5 eV in Refs. 22, 8, and 9, re-
spectively (see Fig. 5 from Ref. 8}. Thus the experimental
value does not fall far from the available theoretical ones.
Nondispersive structures in ARIPS at =2 eV above EF
in Ref. 25 and at 1.5 eV in Ref. 26 can also be ascribed to
a high DOS, if they are interpreted as due to non-k~~-

conserving emission. Our interpretation of the 1.6-eV
peak gets further support by the well-known peak at 4.5
eV in ez(q =O, ro) spectra of graphite as deduced both
from optical measurements and EELS. This peak was
attributed to a M3 ~M4 transition. Taking into ac-
count the experimentally well-established M3+ position,
which is observed' ' universally at =3 eV below EF,
one again obtains 1.5 eV above EF for the M4 position.
A similar peak at a core-excitation energy of 285.4 eV has
also been identified in EELS (Refs. 33 and 34} and SXAS
(Ref. 31). In Ref. 34 the peak is interpreted as due to a
core exciton. In view of all the findings mentioned above,
the exciton interpretation seems not to be conclusive. Fi-
nally, the deconvoluted SXAPS (Ref. 35) indicates a
strong peak of the DOS just 1.7 eV above EF.

Further structure in the q~~c core-excitation spectrum
is less distinct and cannot be attributed with some
confidence to features of the band structure.

The qlc core-excitation spectrum (see Fig. 1) which,
according to Sec. III A, reflects transitions into o states
of a 2D band structure of graphite, is e8'ectively free of
any transitions to 6.4 eV above EF. Then a steep rise be-
gins with an inflection point at 7.3 0.3 eV, followed by a
somewhat asymmetric peak at 9.0+0.3 eV. A DOS peak
at this position has already been found in deconvoluted
SXAPS, EELS, and SXAS. ' However, these
methods were not symmetry selective enough to attribute
this peak unambiguously to a high DOS of exclusively o *

states. Considering recent band-structure calcula-
tions ' (the results of Ref. 8 are plotted in Fig. 5 and
should serve as a guide) combined with the dipole selec-
tion rules (Table I), it seems reasonable to associate the
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FIG. 5. Calculated band structure of graphite from Ref. 8.
Solid lines represent the cr bands and the dashed lines represent
the ~ bands.

9-eV peak with the high DOS both near Mz and on X,
between I 6 and M& . The calculated energy bands
between I 6 and Mz cover the following ranges (energy
values above EF): 8.0—7.5 eV in Ref. 22 7.4—7.4 eV in
Ref. 8 and 9.2-7.6 eV in Ref. 9. Thus the centers of the
calculated I 6 -Mz bands and especially the position of
Mz lie at smaller energies above EF than found in our
spectra.

A similar discrepancy from calculations was also found
in ARIPS of Refs. 25 and 26, in which I 6, I 5 is at 9.5
and 9.8 eV above EF, respectively, and in which high-
DOS features near M could be established at 8.5 eV in ei-
ther measurements in fairly good agreement with our
spectra. If features at 7.5 eV above EF as found in the
secondary-electron emission of graphite' ' are left unex-
plained, since no indication for similar structures could
be seen in ARIPS, ' ' the calculation of Ref. 9 is
nearest to the experiment in the case of the I 6-Mz
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band. The calculation of Ref. 9 has also located the so-
called interlayer state with its strong k

~~

dispersion
nearest to all pertinent experiments. ' The interlayer
state has I I+ symmetry at the bottom of the band '(7.0 eV
above EF in Ref. 8, see Fig. 5) and, furthermore, 6I and
A, symmetry as far as its k~~ dispersion is concerned.
Therefore, the above states of the interlayer band are not
detectable in our qlc core-excitation spectra for symme-
try reasons (Table I). Even near the I point, on XI and
A&, where a small p admixture makes possible transitions
from the 1s core, this interlayer state will contribute to
the qlc core-excitation spectra to a negligible extent for
two reasons. First of all, the strong k~~ dispersion will
smear out the contributions. Secondly, the small overlap
of the 1s core with the interlayer region, where the inter-
layer state is concentrated, ' will hold down its contribu-
tion. Only when the interlayer band is approaching the
zone boundary do both an increasing DOS and a decreas-
ing k~~ dispersion cause the contribution of this band to
the qlc core-excitation spectra to increase. Therefore it
seems reasonable, although not compelling, to interpret
the steep rise of our spectrum at 7.3 eV as an indication
of the onset of the interlayer state contribution.

B. Interband transitions

ther to 0.-~* or to m-cT' high-JDOS vertical transitions of
the 2D band structure. In addition, the transitions have
to obey the selection rules as summarized in Table II. In
order to find out relevant transitions in the calculated
band structure, one has to look for corresponding
nearly-parallel-band situations in plots of the k y disper-
sion. Taking the band structure of Ref. 8 as an example,
nearly-parallel-band transitions are shown in Fig. 6(a)
which can be made responsible for the "15-eV peak. "

Two nearly-parallel-band transitions are competing.
The first one, marked by solid arrows in Fig. 6(a), is a
transition between ~ bands and the cT-type interlayer
band, ' which exhibits a strong k, dispersion along I A.
The second one, marked by dashed arrows in Fig. 6(a), is
a o-n' transition. The oscillating q dependence of the
15-eV peak suggests that the center of the transition ener-
gy for these two transitions is slightly different. The re-
sulting observed peak positions would then depend on the
relative q-dependent weight of each transition. In order
to find out the center of gravity for the energy of the
m~interlayer state transition, we have plotted in Fig. 7
its relative weight as a function of q together with the q
dependence of the 15-eV peak position. The relative
weight was set equal to the n.-Compton profile, J(p, ), of
graphite, where, according to Eqs. (10)—(14),

As has been discussed in Sec. IIIB, the most prom-
inent peaks of the e2(q, co) spectra with q~~c, one around
15 eV, the other around 27 eV, have to be attributed ei-

p, =p,' —q, p,'=[2m (E„EF)]' l—A (16)

and E„—EF, the energy above EF of the interlayer state
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-0.5
I

p, (a.u. 3

0.5 1.0

TABLE III. Transition energies in eV for m~interlayer state
transitions of various band-structure calculations and of this ex-
periment.

C3

C$

CV

CL

l

CLI

17

16 o

15

Transition

r; r+

M3+ ~M;

Ref. 22

14.3

16.5

Ref. 8

13.6

16.1

Ref. 9

10.6

9.9

This
experiment

14.0+0.5

0.5 1.0

q (a.u. )

2.0 limits for the energy position above Ez of the interlayer
state high-symmetry points (these are upper limits, be-
cause the k, dispersion has not been taken into account):

FIG. 7. The solid line is the relative weight of the m.~inter-
layer state transition as a function of q (n-electron Compton
profiles of Ref. 64); left-hand scale, arbitrary units. Squares
represent the energy position of the 15-eV peak of e2(q, co) as a
function of q, right-hand scale.

at 2 „was set at 7 eV, according to Ref. 9. E„ in Eq.
1

(15}was chosen to serve as a representative energy of the
interlayer state, since, according to Ref. 9, for states near
the A, point, the corresponding E(k,') follows approxi-
mately the free-electron-like relation

BE(k,')

Bk,'
=RI2[E(k,') —EF]/m ['i (17)

Additionally, both the parallel-band situation, as as-
sumed for these transitions with respect to the k„~
dispersion, and the c-axis orientation of q automatically
make fuu the same for all final states with p' q=const [p',
according to Eq. (11)]. Therefore, the estimation of the
relative weight on the base of Eqs. (10)-(14)is justified, at
least for the neighborhood of the A point.

According to Fig. 7, a high weight of the transition to
the interlayer state correlates with the low-energy posi-
tion of the 15-eV peak. Thus one can fix the center of
gravity for the energy of this transition to be 14.0+0.5
eV. This value should be compared with the energy of
both the I 2 ~I i+ and the M3+ ~M2 transitions of vari-
ous band-structure calculations as done in Table III. In
Table III the calculated values for the I -point transition
always have to be taken for the lower limit of the transi-
tion energy in question, since the k, dispersion has not
been taken into account. Taking the photoemission re-
sults for the dispersion of the valence m. bands to be
correct [Ez ——8.5 eV at I and E~ =3 eV at M (Refs. 15
and 18}] and assuming a simple parallel-band situation
for the m. ~cr' transition, we deduce the following upper

E + ——5.5 eV,f'+ EM- 11.0 eV .
2

TABLE IV. Transition energies in eV for o.~m. transitions
at the M point of various band-structure calculations and of this
experiment.

Transition

Mq ~M3+

Mi+ ~M4

Ref. 22

16.9

16.3

Ref. 8

16.5

16.1

Ref. 9

15.5

16.4

This
experiment

16.5%0.5

If one takes these values for the upper limit, they are in
reasonable agreement both with experimentally estimated
values for the bottom of the band (above Ez)
[E„+——4.0%0.5 eV (Ref. 24), E +

——5.0 eV (Ref. 26)] and

with our own core-excitation measurements (onset of in-
terlayer state contribution, 7.3 eV; E =9.5+0.5 eV).

2

Among the band-structure calculations, those of Refs. 22
and 8 place the interlayer band at a considerable higher
position, namely E&+ ——7.6 eV, E~ = 14.0 eV and

1 2

E„+——7.4 eV, E =13.6 eV, respectively. Reference 9
1 2

has calculated a somewhat lower position for the inter-
layer band compared with our experimental results,
namely E&+ ——3.6 eV, E =6.8 eV. Considering the ex-

1 2

periment as an upper limit, the calculated E„+ value of
1

Ref. 9 seems to be in better agreement with the experi-
ment than those of Ref. 22 and Ref. 8.

We find with Fig. 7 that the center of gravity of the
0 ~m' transition energy can be fixed to be 16.5+0.5 eV.
This value should be compared with the energy of the
M2 ~M3+, M&+ ~M4 transition, which is assumed to
dominate all other transitions marked in Fig. 6(a) because
of the high DOS associated with the M point. The com-
parison as shown in Table IV illustrates the good agree-
ment between experiment and the various calculations.

Similarly, relying again on the photoemission result for
the 0-valence-band M-point position [E~ =14.5+0.5 eV
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(Refs. 13 and 18)], we deduce E +
——2.0+0.5 eV,

3 ~ 4

which agrees well with our core-excitation results and the
results of Refs. 25 and 26.

In Fig. 6(b) two different nearly-parallel-band transi-
tions can be made responsible for the "27-eV-peak" of
ez(q, co) and for the shoulder at 32 eV, that becomes dom-
inant for q »1.67 a.u. The first transition is m~cr'
(solid arrows) and has parallel-band character only close
to I, where the final o state exhibits a strong k, disper-
sion. Therefore, the same arguments for the q depen-
dence of the TME as in the interlayer state are applic-
able. Using E„Ez-—23 eV in Eq. (16), we find a high

1

contribution to e2 of the ~~0' transitions for
0.2(q(1.0 a.u. , which is precisely that q region where
the 27-eV peak is dominating. Thus we attribute the 27-
eV peak to the m ~0' transition. Based on the
photoemission-deduced binding energy of the m.-valence-
state I point, Ez ——8.5 eV, ' ' we obtain 18.5 eV above
EF for the relevant 14,I &+ state. The value is 5 eV
below the averaged I 4, I +& energy above EF in Ref. 8,
and, however, agrees quite well with the energy position
of prominent structures in both ARIPS [ =20 eV (Ref.
25}, = 19 eV (Ref. 26)]. (The calculations of Ref. 9 do not
extend in this region of the conduction band and the con-
duction bands of Ref. 22 cannot be related unambiguous-
ly to bands of Ref. 8.)

In view of the above arguments, the (32+1}-eVpeak or
shoulder must be attributed to 0 ~m' transitions, a part
of which is marked by dashed arrows in Fig. 6(b). The
calculated I 4 ~I 3+, M&+ —+M4, and M2 ~M3+ transi-
tion energies, which are 31.3, 30.5, and 30.8 eV, respec-
tively, are not far from our measurement. Thus it is evi-
dent again that the weakly-k, -dispersing states are much
better represented by Ref. 8 than the strongly-k, -

dispersing ones.

both symmetry-induced selection rules and q dependence
of the TME's is required.

(ii) A maximum DOS in the first n.-type conduction
band at 1.5 eV. above EF could be established and was at-
tributed to the range around M4 in agreement with prac-
tically all recent band-structure calculation. In the same
manner a maximum DOS in the first cr-type conduction
band at 9.5 eV above EF was found and could be associat-
ed with bands near M2, where their energy position is
controversial among different band-structure calcula-
tions.

(iii) The occurrence of interband transitions into the re-
cently postulated interlayer state of graphite was clearly
established. Combining our results with valence-band
photoemission data, the upper limit for the energy above
EF of the I i+ interlayer state was found to be 5.5 eV, in
disagreement with some existing band-structure calcula-
tions, but in rather good agreement with other experi-
mental informations of this band. In the same fashion,
the existence of another presumably strongly-k, -

dispersing 0-type conduction band could be proved with
some reliability. Its energy position above EF for I 4,I,
is found to be 18.5 eV, contrary to theoretical predic-
tions, but in reasonable agreement with high-DOS
features of some experiments.

(iv) The energy of all other interband transitions dedu-
cible from our measurements and connected with
weakly-k, -dispersing states are in rather good agreement
with recent calculations and other experiments.

(v} All band-structure information deduced from our
measurements are bulk information, free from any
influence of surface states or surface contaminations,
since with IXSS the effective sample thickness is in the
mm range, which makes IXSS best suited also for the
study of intercalation compounds of graphite.
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We present the following conclusions.
(i) The dynamic structure factor, S(q, co), of HOP

graphite, as measured with IXSS at 1 eV resolution, is
demonstrated to be crucially sensitive to details present
in the band structure of graphite both in the interband
transition and in the core-excitation regime. To obtain
this result, transformation to e2(q, co) and the inclusion of
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